A campaign of giving has a way of snowballing
When Prestige Real Estate
Group agent Amy Cesario looked
across the crowd of 450-odd
Realtors in the Walnut Foundry
Event Center last fall, she noticed
something remarkable happening...
a kind of snowball effect where
people give money and then give
even more money. But she had no
idea of just how far it would go.
Cesario, an outgoing type who’d
Please see MILES inside back cover
of 2nd Real Estate Section

Eight-year-old Kohl
Benjamin, center, back from
successful surgery for bone
cancer, is joined by his mom
and dad, Kim and Randy
Benjamin, sister Kelsey, and
by Realtor Scott Matthias
(left), chairman of the Miles
for Miracles Foundation.
Kohl asked Realtors to give
half of his MFM contribution
to another child battling
cancer.

Prestige Real Estate Group’s Miles for
Miracles campaign, which began as a single
effort to help a Realtor’s infant daughter fight
childhood cancer, has a history of sparking
other acts of kindness.
Website: www.mileformiracles.com

Imagining an Arvada neighborhood that uses no energy at all

Norbert Klebl, looking across Ralston
Creek Bike Trail to his
west Arvada site, has
already built a sustainable resort in Western
Samoa that uses fossil
fuels only for cooking.

Just before the Berlin Wall
toppled, Austrian businessman
Norbert Klebl was making a
bundle exporting computerized woodcutting machinery
to Eastern Europe. Now he’s
applying his imagination to
west Arvada, where he’s planning a 300-home community
that uses no energy at all – not
a watt of power, not a single
cubic foot of natural gas.
That idea would have been a
pipe dream 25 years ago, when
Golden and Boulder were first
sprouting solar homes. Now

energy conservation is generating a buzz again, but the
engineering has moved way
beyond...so far that Klebl is
on track to go for city council
approval in April, with moveins possible as early as spring
2008.
The big thing is price. While
a custom solar home might run
a million dollars, single-family homes and townhomes at
GEOS would be priced from
$150,000 to $500,000...so low,
says Klebl, that energy savings will more than offset a 9

percent margin for the added
design features, even during
the first year of ownership.
Advertising whiz David
Haifleigh of Haifleigh Brand
Works came up with the name
GEOS, to highlight the fact that
Klebl’s zero-energy formula
relies as much on Mother Earth
as on Mister Sun.
“Most homebuilders are
fighting the climate,” Klebl said
Please see GEOS inside back
cover of 2nd Real Estate

The idea:

WHAT: GEOS, a community of homes and
townhomes designed for zero-net energy use,
through novel use of passive and photovoltaic solar, high-performance construction, and
ground-based heat exchangers.
WHERE: West Arvada near West Wood Golf
Club. Site is not open yet, but can be seen
from the Ralston Creek Bike Trail, west of
Indiana Street on W. 69th Avenue at Joyce
Street.
POTENTIAL PRICES: From $150,000 to
$500,000
WHEN: Spring 2008
WEB ADDRESS: www.discovergeos.com

